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Background

More that 55,000 people die of rabies each year

In more than 98% of cases the cause is a dog bite

In the developing world dogs are the primary reservoir

We have a cheap and effective vaccine

Bat-rabies is genetically distinct, and transmits poorly 

in other host species



• 3.5 million people 

• Estimated 400,000 dogs

• Previously rabies-free

• >100 human deaths since 2008

• Cases in all 9 regencies within ~2 years

• Early control attempts mostly through culling and low coverage vaccination

• Island-wide mass vaccination program started in September 2010

New cases Sep 2010

Earlier cases

Rabies in paradise





R0

The number of secondary infections 
arising from the introduction of a 

single primary case in an otherwise 
entirely susceptible population



R0 for rabies in domestic dogs

Hampson et al. Transmission Dynamics and Prospects for the Elimination of Canine 

Rabies.  (2009). PLoS Biology Vol. 7, No. 3, e53.



The relationship between density and R0

Density dependent

Dog density
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The relationship between density and R0

Density independent
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The relationship between density and R0

Density vague



What did we want to know?

Does it matter exactly how we roll-out island-wide vaccination?

How much does it matter that dogs move?

How do elimination prospects depend on % coverage?

How do elimination prospects depend on R0?

How sensitive are elimination prospects to ‘holes in the coverage’?

What is the role of dog ‘demographic turnover’?

And the role of the duration of immunity?



2. Uptake into 

peripheral 

nerves

3. Spread to 

central nervous 

system

4. Massive viral 

replication in brain

INFECTIOUS 

PERIOD

1. Inoculation by bite

50% of unvaccinated 

dogs that are bitten  

develop rabies

Transmission model based on rabies epidemiology



Biting behaviour: on average 

rabid dogs bite 2.5 

other dogs

Transmission model based 
on rabies epidemiology & 

parameters measured from 
the Bali epidemic

Movement: on average

rabid dogs bite within 1km



Spatial 
representation
~ 6,000 1x1 km squares

How dog movement is modelled:



95% of transmission is 

local

5% of incubating dogs 

transported long 

distance

How dog movement is modelled:



How dog movement is modelled:



Modelled vaccination coverage and rabies cases

Approximate location of the 

first rabies case















































































A Synchronous: vaccination of the island in one month

B Random: ordering of blocks, completed in 6 months

C Rotate: start in the centre and rotate anticlockwise

D Source: start close to the index case and spread north

E Furthest: start in the north and spread south

F Reactive: prioritize blocks with the highest number of cases 

the month before

G React w/o repeat: as for F but don’t choose the same block 

twice in a campaign

H Actual (Nov 2008 – Dec 2011)

Does it matter exactly how we roll-out island-wide 

vaccination?

Ran
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Assuming 70% coverage for each annual campaign and no gaps ..



How do elimination prospects depend on % coverage?



How do elimination prospects depend on R0?



How sensitive are elimination prospects to ‘holes’ in 

the coverage?



… so unvaccinated villages could jeopardize 
elimination

Reached all villages

100% success 

3 villages missing

99% success

3 clustered villages missing:

<90% success 



What is the role of dog ‘demographic turnover?



0.5

And the role of the duration of immunity?



Conclusion

Consistently high coverage is more important 

than anything else

Consistently high regional compliance is critical

Culling is likely to be counter-productive

Political commitment is essential, especially in 

the end-game


